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ABSTRACT

The propositions, that what we see around us is real and that reality should be represented

by the statevector, conflict with quantum theory. In quantum theory, the statevector can

readily become a sum of states of comparable norm, each state representing a different

reality. In this paper we present the Continuous Spontaneous Localization (CSL) theory,

in which a modified Schrodinger equation, while scarcely affecting the dynamics of a

microscopic system, rapidly "reduces" the statevector of a macroscopic system to a state

appropriate for representing individual reality.



We dedicate these papers to the memory of John Bell, whose contributions to, support for,

and encouragement of the research program described here has meant more than words can

say to those involved in it.

1, Describing Reality

In Schr&dinger's "cat paradox" example, a nucleus which has a 50% probability of

decaying within an hour is coupled to a cat by a "hellish contraption" which, if it detects the

decay, will kill the cat. If we take the point of view that what we see around us is real,

what occurs in reality is one of the two following evolutions:

cat alive —» cat alive OR cat alive —» cat dead

(—> means "evolves in an hour into").

(1.1a, b)

According to Schrodinger's equation, the evolution of the statevector describing this
situation is

I cat alive > -> -=• I cat alive > + -= I cat dead >
\2 V2

(1.2)

The right hand side of Eq. (1.2) does not correspond to either the reality on the right hand
side of (1.1a) nor to the reality on the right hand side of (1.1b). This has led to various
interpretations of just what it is that the right hand side of (1.2) represents (e.g. human
knowledge, an infinite ensemble, many worlds, etc.), none of which will be discussed
here.

Instead, we will pursue the proposition that the statevector ought to describe the cat. This

leads us to modify the Schrbdinger equation so that "statevector reduction" takes place, i.e.

one of the following two evolutions is obtained:

I cat alive > -» .99... I cat alive > + .00... I cat dead >

I cat alive > -> .00... I cat alive > + .99... I cat dead >
(1.3a)
(1.3b)

(.99... is "almost one" and .00... is "almost zero.") We identify (1.3a) as corresponding to
the reality (1.1a), and likewise (1.3b) describes the reality (1.1b). The part of the statevector
in (1.3a) or (1.3b) that is multiplied by "almost zero" we shall call a "tail."

How can we justify representing a live (or dead) cat by a statevector with a tail? First we
must say what the states I cat alive > and I cat dead > are. Their associated wavefunctions
describe the particles of the cat as being mostly localized in appropriate locations around the
center of mass of the live (or dead) cat. We say mostly localized because the wavefunctions
of these states are small but nonvanishing at arbitrarily large distances from the live (or
dead) cat's center of mass: that is the nature of atomic wavefunctions. In spite of this, what
allows us to identify the state as e.g. I cat alive > is that the probability distribution of the
eigenvalues of an operator A, representing an observable property such as the position or
velocity of a part of the cat, is sharply peaked at values consistent with our visual
knowledge of a live (or dead) cat as a localized moving (or still) object. But it is
immediately clear that this is also true for states with sufficiently small tails such as those in
Eqs. (1.3). Thus the tail is just another tiny bit of a wavefunction to add to the rest of the
tiny bit of wavefunction far from the cat's center of mass which, while it is part of the
representation of reality, has no observational significance (for more on this issue, see II,
sections 4-6).

As has been mentioned, when looking at a cat, what allows us to distinguish between its
live and dead states is the location of particles that make up the cat. Ghirardi, Rimini and
Weber (1985, 1986) suggested as a possible fundamental physical behavior that nature also
uses the location of the cat's particles to distinguish between the cat's states, and they
introduced a mechanism to implement statevector reduction such as (1.3) according to this
criteria (sections 8,9).

But, even if a tail causes no interpretive problems, why is the tail there? It is possible to
construct modified Schrodinger equations that describe statevector reduction, with the tail
vanishing in a finite time (Pearle 1976, 1979, 1982, 1984b, 1985, 1986a, 1986b).
However, these equations are less satisfactory than that of the Continuous Spontaneous
Localization (CSL) theory to be described here. For example, they are nonlinear in the
statevector whereas the CSL equation is linear (Pearle 1989). Moreover, as shown by Gisin
(1984a, 1984b, 1989), they allow superluminal communication, whereas the CSL theory
does not. In short, the "best" reduction theory which has been constructed has tails in it.

What is meant by "best" theory? The criteria involve aesthetics (e.g. following Dirac's
dictum, to try to get beauty into the equations) and principle (e.g. no superluminal
communication), as well as agreement with all tested predictions of quantum theory. One
must use these to provide guidance because, although unexplained experimental results have
historically provided guidance and motivation for the construction of new theories, they are
lacking in the present case. Here the motivation is provided by the perception that the



difficulties in finding a satisfactory theory of measurement to accompany quantum theory

are a clue that quantum theory should be modified and, following Einstein (1959), that what

is needed is a description of objective properties of individual systems, i.e. of reality.

2. What Determines Events?

Since the modified Schrodinger equation's solution must sometimes be one result (e.g. "cat
alive") and sometimes another (e.g. "cat dead"), there must be extra variables in the equation
which help determine the outcome. In the first theory of this type, due to Bohra and Bub
(1966), these were certain Wiener-Siegel "hidden variables" which, as in the Pilot Wave
theory of de Broglie-Bohm, provide a more specific description of the physical state of the
sytem under consideration than just the statevector. However, the point of view taken here
is that the statevector is the complete specification of the physical state of the system, and
that the extra variables are associated with additional degrees of freedom in nature. After a
brief flirtation with random phases (Pearle 1976), the present theories have settled on
randomly fluctuating functions of rime as the extra variables (Pearle 1979).

In particular, for mathematical simplicity, these functions have been taken to be the
derivative of Brownian motion paths, w(t)=dB(t)/dt. So we may imagine that some jiggly
Brownian paths B(t) lead to "cat alive," while other such paths lead to "cat dead." As we
shall see, in the CSL theory the above paths do not exhaust the full set of paths, but the
remaining paths have vanishing probability, so they are not of interest.

True Brownian motion Bg(t) is defined by giving not only the paths, but also their

probabilities. It can be conveniently characterized as the result of a diffusion process, with

diffusion constant X and with zero drift (i.e. vanishing average velocity over all paths).

Then wo(t)^dBo(t)/dt is called white noise, and its probability density distribution (which

we shall call the "raw" distribution) can be written (in functional integral form) as:

= Cexp \-(.\/2X) JwO
2(t)dt] (2.1)

This Gaussian probability distribution of wg(t) at every instant t is completely characterized

by the moments

= 0, wo(t)w0(t') (2.2a, b)

( « F » is the ensemble average of F using Praw). In the CSL theory, the Brownian

paths B(t) look the same as the paths Bo(t) of true Brownian motion, but they have

different probabilities because they are the result of a diffusion process with nonzero drift.

Since Eq. (2.2a) does not hold for w(t), the relevant probability distribution of w(t) is not

that of Eq. (2.1). However, the diffusion behavior of w(t) is still governed by Eq. (2.2b).

What physical quantity does w(t) represent? It has been suggested by Karolyhazy (1966,

1990) (see also Karolyhazy, Frenkel and Lukacz (1982, 1986), Frenkel (1990) and

Penrose (1986)) that fluctuations of the metric may be responsible for statevector reduction.

However, we shall treat the fluctuations w(t) phenomenologically, without speculating

further about their physical nature.

3. Predictions

How can fluctuations produce the right predictions, i.e. the predictions of quantum theory?
For example, for Schrodinger's cat experiment, the statevector (1.3a) (or (1.3b)) must
comprise 50% of the solutions of the modified Schrodinger equation. It turns out that this
can be achieved remarkably simply, if the reduction dynamics of the modified Schrodinger
equation is an gous to the so-called Gambler's Ruin game (Pearle, 1982).

Consider two gamblers, A and D, each of whom starts the game with $50. They toss a
coin: if it turns up heads, gambler D gives a dollar to gambler A, while if it turns up tails,
the dollar goes the other way. During the game, the amount of money possessed by either
gambler fluctuates, but one of the gamblers eventually wins. (In a slight modification of
this game, necessary to make a more precise analogy to CSL, a gambler down to his last
dollar wagers half of it, and if he loses he wagers half of the remainder, etc. Thus the
game never actually ends, although after enough time one can clearly identify the winner.)
Moreover, if the game is repeated many times, each gambler wins 50% of the games.

Analogously, consider the initial statevector (1,2), in which the squared amplitudes of the
states I cat alive > and I cat dead > start with value 1/2 each. The fluctuating function of
time corresponds to the coin toss. The squared amplitudes fluctuate during the reduction
"game," but one squared amplitude eventually "wins" (almost reaches I). Moreover, each
amplitude wins for 50% of the statevectors in the ensemble.

Crucial to the desired result is that the game be fair or, in mathematician's words, be a
Martingale. Suppose we are considering the statevector

I V,t > = ot(t)l a > + p(t)l b > (3.1)



which is expressed in terms of the two orthonormal states I a >, I b > which are the eventual

outcomes of the game. The desired result, which agrees with the predictions of quantum

theory, is that as t—>°°,

(3.2)

(and also for the exchange a <-» p). The Martingale condition is that

(t) « r(0) (3.3)

i.e., the ensemble expectation value of the ratio r(t) does not change with time. But this
implies (3.2), as follows. First, « r ( 0 ) » = la(0)l2 (since at t=0 the statevector (3.1) is
precisely known and is normalized to 1). Second, « r (<» )» = liProb[r(«>)=l] ( as there
is sure to be a winner, then r(») either equals 1 or 0, so « r ( » ) » = lxProb[r(°o)=l] +
OxProb[r(°o)=o]). Thus, by Eq. (3.3), evaluated at t=», Prob[r(°°)=l] = la(0)l2.

In the CSL theory, the squared amplitudes (more precisely, the ratios r(t)) may be thought
of as continuously playing the Gambler's Ruin game2. Following the proposal (to be
described in sections 8, 9) of Ghirardi, Rimini and Weber (1986) for the physical
mechanism underlying reduction, the rate at which the game is played turns out to increase
as more particles described by state I a > come to occupy distinctly different locations (i.e.
when their separation is of the order of » IO5 cm. or more ) from the same particles
described by state I b >. For a macroscopic object containing » 1023 particles placed in
such a superposition of macroscopically spacially distinct states, the reduction time (i.e. the
time in which the "almost one" form (1.3a) or (1.3b) is achieved) is quite small, of the
order of a microsecond. Thus, the ill-defined instantaneous reduction rule of quantum
theory is replaced by the well-defined short-time dynamical evolution of CSL theory, but
the predicted frequencies of outcomes are the same.

When the states I a > and I b > differ only in the location of a microscopic object, say a
single particle, the reduction time is quite long, of the order of 1016 sees. = 108 years.
This means that the reduction process only slightly interferes with the normal quantum
evolution of such a particle. However, the statevector evolution is different from that
predicted by quantum theory. This makes it possible to think of experiments that could
distinguish between a dynamical reduction theory like CSL and quantum theory.

As an example, consider the two-slit neutron interference pattern observed by Zeilinger et
al. (1984), which agrees with the prediction of quantum theory to •= 1% accuracy.
According to CSL, once the two neutron packets of identical amplitudes leave the two slits,
they occupy positions in space separated by more than 10"5 cm., so the amplitudes begin
playing the Gambler's Ruin game. By the time the packets reach the detector, they are not
quite equal in amplitude. The interference pattern created by many such neutrons is slightly
"washed out" compared to the pattern predicted by quantum theory, i.e. the separation
between maxima and adjacent minima is not quite as large. The experimental results can be
interpreted as showing, if such a reduction mechanism exists, that the characteristic
reduction time for the neutron in this experiment must be greater than •= 8 sees. (Pearle
1984a, Zeilinger 1986). Since the theory's suggested characteristic time is = 1016 sees.,
the results of this experiment are consistent both widi CSL and with quantum theory. But
this illustrates how an experiment of high accuracy (all that is needed is an improvement by
a factor of 10"!) can determine whether reduction dynamics really takes place.

4. Dynamical Mechanisms

Before presenting the CSL dynamical equation, it is useful to discuss some of its important
features. Chief among these is that it is linear in the statevector, just like the ordinary
SchriSdinger equation,

But-but-but you may say, there is a theorem which says that a linear equation can't
produce statevector reduction. Here is the theorem, Statevector reduction requires

al a > + pi b > -> I a"> with probability lal2

OR a l a > + pi b> -> I b'> with probability Ip|2 (4.1a, b)

where, in a measurement situation, I a > and I b > represent the microscopic system and an
untriggered apparatus while I a' > and I b' > represent the evolved microscopic system and
the triggered apparatus. In particular, as a special case of (4.1),

I a > —»! a'> with probability 1
AND I b > -»I b'> with probability 1 (4.2a, b)

But if a linear evolution produces (4.2), then that same linear evolution produces

al a > + pi b > -> al a' > + pi b' > with probability 1 (4.3)



which is certainly not the same as (4.1).

So, how does the CSL equation overcome this theorem? First, it violates one of the
theorem's tacit premises, that a statevector's norm does not change during the linear
evolution. Undoubtedly you took for granted that < a' I a'>=< b' I b'>=l when looking at
Eqs. (4.2). But, in CSL, Eqs. (4.2) are replaced by

I a > -» I a ' > OR I a > -»I »•> with probability 1

I b > -» i b> OR I b > -»I b ' > with probability 1

(4.4a,b')

(4.4a',b)

(the notation employed is < a ' i a ' > » <b' I b'>, I a' > = I 2L>K2L I a^*/2 , ! b' > =

ft , etc.).

Moreover, each fluctuation, in governing its respective linear evolution of I y,t >, is in one

of two classes. Class A fluctuations evolve (4.4a, a') and class B fluctuations evolve

(4.4b, b'). Therefore, Eq. (4.3) is replaced by

Class A: a t a > + [ 3 l b > ^ a l a > + J3ib'> with probability loci2 (4.5a)

Class B: al a > + J3I b > -» cti *' > + pi b ' > with probability IpM2 (4.5b)

Thus we see how a linear evolution which changes the norm of a statevector can produce
reduced statevectors, provided we are comfortable with the idea of tails. For, since the
operation is linear, we are permitted to normalize our statevector at any time without
affecting its subsequent evolution, and when the right hand side of (4.5a) ((4,5b)) is
normalized, the result is essentially I a' > (I b' >).

But, more is involved than just linear evolution. In Eqs. (4.5) it is indicated that the

fluctuations in class A (B) occur with probability lotl̂  (l|$l2). What determines the

probability of a fluctuation w(t) and the statevectoT t \|/,t > that it evolves from I \|/,0 >? The

linear Schrodinger equation is supplemented by a. probability rule:

P(w) = Praw(w) (4.6)

That is, the probability of a fluctuation depends in a nonlinear way on the statevector it is
evolving. Of course, for Eq. (4.6) to have any meaning, it is necessary that the
probabilities P(w)dw sum to 1, so Eq. (4.6) implies that

« < \y,t I y,t > » = 1 (4.7)

Thus the consistency of the probability rule is bound up with the CSL dynamical equation:

it must be constructed so that Eq. (4.7) is satisfied.

We close by noting the similarity of the structure of CSL theory to quantum theory, in that

both have a linear evolution equation and a probability rule that is quadratic in the

statevector. Moreover, in quantum theory, statevectors all have constant norm (which is

conveniently taken equal to 1), but those statevectors which differ by only a phase factor

are equivalent, while in CSL theory, the norm of a statevector can change, but those

statevectors which differ by any normalization factor are equivalent.

5. Simplest Example

We now improve the qualitative discussion of CSL dynamics given in the previous section

by presenting a simple quantitative example, whose modified Schrodinger equation? is

(Ghirardi, Pearle and Rimini 1990):

d! y,t >/dt = -iHI y.t > + (Aw(t) - XA2)I y,t > (5.1)

For simplicity, we will set the Hamiltonian H equal to zero. A is a Hermitian operator with
two eigenvectors I a >, I b > with corresponding eigenvalues a, b: we will see that reduction
takes place to one of these two eigenvectors.

If the initial statevector is

I V,0 > = al a > + pi b >

then the solution to Eq. (5.1) is easity seen to be

a > +

(5.2)

(5.3)

Since in this case the solution depends only upon B(t) (and not upon the value of B at any

earlier time), the probability rule (4.6) gives the probability density of B at time t:

P(B) = [(2jiX.t)-'/2exp-B2/2Xt] < \|/,t I y,t >

From Eqs. (5.3), (5.4) we can construct the following table:

9

(5.4)



CASE

A: B(t) =

B: B(t) = 2X.bt ± O(Xt)W

C: any other B(t)

l a > +

al a > + pAI b > ]

pi b > + aAl a > ]

?l a > + ?l b > 0, so who cares?

te'b) , ? is an unspecified number, and —> •> means that the limit for large t is exact

for B(t) = 2Aat or 2A.bt, but approximate elsewhere in the specified ranges of B.) We see,

for example from case A, that B(t) fluctuates so as to be in a range about 2/Ut with

probability approaching Ictl2. The associated (normalized) statevcctor approaches 1 a >,

with the exponent •= Xt(a-b)2 governing the tail's decrease: the reduction rate goes faster as

the eigenvalue difference increases. The norm of the statevector grows exponentially with

exponent » >.ta2. Thus, all of the properties of the solutions discussed in section 4 are

displayed here.

It is useful also to display the the density matrix, which contains all experimental

information. When the normalized pure density matrix I y,t >< \|f,t l/< y,t I \j/,t > is

multiplied by its probability (5.4) and integrated over all B values, the resulting expression

for the density matrix is simply

D(t) = < < I

Putting Eq. (5.3) into Eq. (5.5) we obtain the matrix elements of D(t):

< a I D(t) t a > = la|2, < b I D(t) I b > = Ipl2,

< a I D(t) I b > = ap*exp-(Xt/2)(a-b)2

(5.5)

(5.6a, b)

(5.6c)

which shows how, because the eigenstates of A have different eigenvalues, the initially

pure density matrix decays to a mixture due to the reduction process.

It is worth emphasizing that the density matrix behavior in Eq. (5.6) can be achieved

without statevector reduction. For this reason, such behavior by itself should not be

regarded as sufficient for resolving the quantum measurement problem (Ghirardi, Rimini

and Weber 1987). For example, it can readily be shown (Stapp 1989, Ghirardi and Rimini

1990, Ghirardi, Grassi and Pearle 1990) that the Schrodinger equation

dl y,t >/dt = -iAwo(t)l (5.7)

10
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with the usual raw probability distribution (2,1) for WQ(I) (and the statevector I \\f,t> it

generates) leads to the same density, matrix (5.6), However, the solution to Eq. (5.7),

I y.t > = ae-iaBo(Ol a > + pc-ibBo(t)| b ; (5.8)

remains forever in a superposition of states I a >, I b > with unchanging squared

amplitudes lol2, IJil2. The decay (5,6c) of the off-diagonal density matrix elements occurs

in this case because of the random behavior of the phase factors multiplying each state.

Even though there is no experimental distinction between the density matrix evolutions

caused by Eqs. (5.1) and (5.7), there is a big conceptual difference. Bell (1990) has

strongly criticized, as not knowing the difference between and and or, those who consider

that they have solved the quantum measurement problem by replacing the right hand side of

(5.8) by I a > or I b > when the off-diagonal density matrix elements have become so small

as to be experimentally undetectable, even though each statevector is, as in Eq. (5.8), the

sum of I a > and I b > with coefficients a, (J of comparable magnitude .

6. Nonlinear Equation

There are two other mathematically equivalent ways to present the dynamical equation and

probability rule.

It can be shown (Ghirardi, Pearle and Rimini 1990) that the probability rule (4.6) is

equivalent to

w(t) = dB(t)/dt = wo(t) + 2X< y,t IAI \|M >/< \|/,t I y, (6.1)

The CSL theory is now expressed as two equations, (5.1) and (6.1), which describe the

mutual interaction of I y,t > and B(t), a form which is suggestive for future development of

the theory.

If Eq. (6.1) is substituted into Eq. (5.1), we obtain an equation for I \j/,t >, which may then

be recast as an equation for the normalized statevector I ij>,t > = I y,t >/< \|/,t I \|/,t >" 2 :

dl <|>,t >/dt = -iHI <|),t

M IAI <|>,t >)wo(t) - X(A-< 4>,t IAI <|>,

[< <M IA2I (|>,t > - (< <|),t | (6.2)

1 1



(This equation was arrived at independently by Gisin (1989). Diosi (1988) considered a
special case while modelling the Brownian motion of a quantum particle, and Belavkin
(1989) arrived at this as well as the linear equation also from a different perspective, the
modelling of a continuous nondemolition measurement.). In Eq. (6.2), the probability of
wg(t) (and the statevector I (|>,t > it generates) is given by the usual raw expression (2.1).

Thus, the linear equation (5.1) for the unnormalized statevector I y,r> (which we shall call

the "raw" equation) plus the probability rule (4.6) (which we shall call the "cooking

procedure") is mathematically equivalent to a nonlinear equation (6.2) for the normalized

statevector I <|>,t > (which we shall the "cooked equation"). (Gatarek and Gisin (1990) have

recently given a rigorous discussion of their equivalence.) However, there is a conceptual

difference between these two schemes. In the raw scheme, the fluctuating quantity w(t) we

see in the world depends upon the state of the world I v,t >• In the cooked case, the

fluctuating quantity is wo(t), and it does not depend upon the state of the world. In II,

section 13 this distinction will be utilized to show that the raw scheme can be, and the

cooked scheme cannot be, the basis of a special relativistically invariant theory (Ghirardi,

Grassi and Pearle 1990).

7. Many-Operator Generalization

We need to generalize the dynamical equation (5.1) to incorporate many operators
Ai,A2,... (with each operator having possibly many nondegenerate eigenvalues), each of
which commutes with all the others. Then these operators have joint eigenvectors:

Anl a l t a2,... > = anl aj, a2,... >, Anl bj, bj,... > = bnl b^ b2,... >, etc. (7.1)

and the reduction takes place to one of these eigenvectors.

The dynamical equation (5.1) is replaced by

dl y.t >/dt = -iHI Y,t > + £(Anwn(t (7.2)

where the wn(t) are statistically independent random functions. If we set H=0 and repeat

the calculations as in section 5, in this case the off-diagonal density matrix expression

(5.6c) is replaced by

a,,a2,...tD(t)l (7.3)

12

From Eq. (7.3) we observe that a difference lan-bnl * 0 in eigenvalues of just one operator

An causes reduction, but the reduction proceeds more rapidly when the eigenvalues of more

operators differ. This property will play an important role in the CSL theory, to whose

ideas we now turn.

8. Choice of Reduction Mechanism

A point of view which has had wide acceptance has been that, in a sense, every

measurement (objective event) is a position measurement. It appears that every experiment

seems to involve, at some point, a macroscopic collection of particles (which we may dub "a

pointer") which occupy distinctly different positions directly correlated to the distinctly

different outcomes of the experiment. If the experiment involves our sense perceptions, we

remark that they too require, inside of our bodies, different spatial separations of particles

which are correlated to different sensations (Aicardi, Borsellino, Ghirardi and Grassi 1991).

This suggests exploration of the hypothesis (Ghirardi, Rimini and Weber 1986), introduced

in section 1, that nature chooses which event is to occur based upon discrimination of the

spatial location of the involved particles .

This idea can be implemented within the framework already discussed by choosing each
operator An—»AZ of section 7 to represent essentially the particle number density in a volume
= (10-S cm,)3 around the spatial point z (Pearle 1989). The consequence of this is that a
statevector in a superposition of states describing particles in different places will reduce -
and with more particles and bigger differences, the faster will the reduction take place.

9. Spontaneous Localization (SL) Theory

The CSL theory incorporates the physical ideas of the SL theory of Ghirardi, Rimini and
Weber (1985, 1986, 1987, 1988) (see also Benatti, Ghirardi, Rimini and Weber 1987,
Ghirardi and Rimini 1990) that preceded it. The SL theory is most easily explained in terms
of an example, of a single particle whose wavefunction consists of two wavepackets, each
of width less than = 10"̂  cm., which are spatially separated by a distance greater than
= 10"5 cm.

The GRW idea (see also Bell (1987)) is that this wavefunction evolves according to the

ordinary Schrodinger equation, unless it is suddenly "hit," i.e. multiplied by a Gaussian.

This instantaneously changes the wavefunction:

13



(9.1)

The constant N is chosen so that the wavefunction after the hit is normalized to 1. The
width of the Gaussian is o~1/2 * 10~5 cm. The center of the Gaussian z is located
randomly, such that the probability of a hit with the center lying in the interval z to z+dz is
X.N2dz, where X-^ = I016 sec. is chosen as the characteristic time for reduction. Since N,
and therefore the probability of a hit, is small if the center of the hit lies far from both
packets, a hit is most likely to occur with its center within one of the packets. This scarcely
affects the packet that is hit, but the other packet, which is multiplied by the tail of the
Gaussian, is effectively wiped out.

The evolution equation of the density matrix for a particle (with Hainiltonian set equal to

zero) subjected to this hitting process is

x I D(t) I x1 >/dt = -X{ 1 - exp-(a/4)(x-x')2)< x | D(t) I x' > (9.2)

from which can be seen that the density matrix elements decay at a rate = X if lx-x'l»a-W,
but change negligibly over the time scale X~l if tx-x'l«a'1/2.

For a wavefunction describing n particles comprising a solid which is in a superposition of
two states, with the center of mass of the states respectively at x and x\ it was shown by
GRW that the theory naturally produces a density matrix evolution which is described by
Eq. (9.2) as well, except that X is replaced by nX. Thus we see, as stated in section 3, how
a single particle wavefunction is only affected over a long time scale V1, but the many
particle wavefunction is reduced rapidly, on the time scale (n^)~l. This increased reduction
rate occurs because, for such a many-particle entangled state, the hit of a single particle
reduces the whole wavefunction: since the hit of each particle is an independent event, some

particle in the n-particle wavefunction is likely to be hit in characteristic time (nky1.

The SL theory does not provide a modified Schrodinger equation, but that is remedied in the
CSL theory. Moreover, the SL hitting process does not maintain the symmetry of a many-
particle wavefunction, but that is also remedied in the CSL theory. In both theories, the
reduction process will narrow a wavepacket over time and thus increase the particle's
energy. Ghirardi, Rimini and Weber (1986) (see also Ghirardi and Rimini 1990) showed
that their parameter (a, X) choices are such that this energy increase is at present
unobservable. One may take the position that this energy increase actually exists in nature,
or one might regard this energy increase as an undesirable feature of the theory, and use its
elimination as a guideline for further development of this evolving set of ideas.
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10. Continuous Spontaneous Localization (CSL) Theory

The CSL modified Schrodinger equation for the wavefunction of a single particle moving in

one dimension is (Pearle 1989):

dy(x,t)/9t = -iHy(x.t) + [w(x,t) - (10.1)

We obtain Eq. (10.1) directly from Eq. (7.2) by replacing the operators An by functions

AjPi) of the position operator X:

An -> AZ(X)
-1/4 exp-(o/2)(X-z)2 (10.2)

whose action on an eigenstate I x > of position is to give a value » (a/jt)1'4 for lx-zl«a""2

and a value - 0 for Ix-zlxxx""2: thus A2(X) distinguishes between "nearness" and
"farness" relative to z. The counterterm -X£An

2 in Eq. (7.2) becomes -XJA^Xfaz^X in
Eq. (10.1) . The random function w(x,t) in Eq. (10.1) is obtained from Eq. (7.2) by
replacing wn(t) there by independent random functions wz(t) at each point z of space:

w(x,t) = JdzAz(x)wz(t)
« wz(t) » = 0 , « wz(t)wz(t') »=X.8(t-t')5(z~z')

(10.3a)

(10.3b)

The moments of w(x,t) with respect to the raw probability distribution follow from

Eqs. (10.3):

« w(x,t) » = 0, « w(x,t)w(x',t') » = XS(t-t') exp-(a/4)(x-x')2 (10.4a,b)

Thus, while w(x,t) fluctuates as much positively as negatively (Eq. (10.4a)), its fluctuations
tend to be correlated over a distance or"2 (Eq. (10.4b)).

How does Eq. (10.1) work? It essentially describes a wavefunction undergoing a

continuous succession of "little hits." To see this in more detail, we rewrite Eq. (10.1)

(with H=0) as

,t) + w(x,t)dn)/(x,t) - (10.5)

Let v(x,t) be the two-packet wavefunction described in the last section. To this

wavefunction at time t is added two terms. One term w(x,t)dt\|/(x,t) can be thought of as

most likely multiplying the wavefunction by a tiny positive Gaussian which has its center
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within one of the packets, so as to increase the size of that packet (since the probability rule
(4.6) favors fluctuations which enhance the norm of the wavefunction). The other term
-X.dn|f(x,t) contributes a tiny decrease in the size of both packets (indeed, the whole
wavefunction would exponentially decay if this were the only operating term). The net
effect is an increase in the size of the hit packet (the fluctuation's effect is larger than the
decay) while the other packet declines due to the decay. The ratios r(t) (see Eq. (3.2)) of
squared packet amplitudes fluctuate up and down, playing the Gambler's Ruin game, as one
packet eventually predominates over the other with time scale V1.

The density matrix evolution equation that follows from the CSL Eq. (10.1) turns out to be

identical to that of the SL theory (Eq. (9.2) when H=0), even though the two processes are

quite different as far as the evolution of individual statevectors is concerned. However, it

can be shown (Ghirardi, Pearle and Rimini 1990, Nicrosini and Rimini 1990) that there

always is a hitting model which, in an appropriate limit of infinite hitting frequency,

coincides in all respects with any CSL model.

11. CSL Theory for Many Particles

The generalization of Eq. (10.1) to many particles moving in three dimensions is (Pearle

1989)

dl y,t >/dt = -iHI \|M >

+ [Jdxn(x)w(x,t) - X« JdxJdx'n(x)n(x')®(x-x')»JI y.t (11.1)

In Eq. (11.1), n(x)=af(x)a(x) is the particle number density operator, a^(x) is the creation
operator for a panicle at the position x, w(x,t) is white noise defined by the obvious
generalization of Eqs. (10.4) to three dimensions, and O(x-x')=exp-<x(x-x')2/4. Another
way of writing Eq. (11.1), which makes the comparison with the expression £Anwn(t) in
Eq, (7.2) more transparent, is to replace Jdxn(x)w(x,t) in Eq. (11.1) by Jdzna^w^t)
where na(z)=Idxa+(x)a(x)Az(x). From the Gaussian expression (10.2) for Ax(x), we see
that the operators n<x(z), to whose joint eigenstates the reduction takes place, correspond to
roughly the number of particles in a spherical volume or3'2 - (10"5 cm.)3 about z, for all z.

To illustrate how Eq. (11.1) works, consider an object such as Schrodinger's cat's tail in a

superposition of two states, one upright (state I t > with initial amplitude a), the other

starting to droop a little (state 11 > with initial amplitude [3). The density matrix between

these two states has the form (7.3)
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< 11 D(t) I 1 > = a3*e- r t where T = (W2)Jdz[nt(z) - nj (11.4)

where nt(z), nj,(z) are the eigenvalues of n(z) in these two states. The reduction rate

integral (11.4) is calculated to be

(11.5)

where p is the density of particles in the tail. Nu is the number of particles in the tail which

are "uncovered" in the process of taking two precisely identical overlapping upright tails

and moving one of them to the drooping position. Thus, as more particles in the tail are

moved, the reduction rate (11.5) increases, achieving its maximum value when the tails do

not overlap and Nu equals the number of particles in the tail.

12. Concluding Remarks

The theory presented here has been awarded the sobriquet "serious" by Bell (1990), in that
"apparatus" is not "separated off from the rest of the world into black boxes, as if it were
not made of atoms and not ruled by quantum mechanics." The statevector represents
reality, and the associated wavefunction ¥(X[, x2,..) in configuration space has a special
status. It is the projection of the statevector onto the preferred basis af(x1)at(x2)..! 0 > of
eigenstates of the number-in-a-Gaussian-volume operators na(z). These localized states

are those to which the reduction mechanism continuously strives to reduce the statevector.
I*F(X], X2,..)l2may be thought of as representing the density of stuff (Bell 1990) of which
the world is made.

If the statevector of the world can be written as the direct product of the statevector of a
particular particle with the rest of the world, it is not unreasonable to think of the
wavefunction of that particle y(x) as representing the stuff of that particle, and so sustain
SchrSdinger's original picture of the meaning of the wavefunction. Thus one is, in these
circumstances, free to think of a particle as really spread out over space. Feynman's
(1965) "the only mystery" of quantum theory, the two-slit interference pattern, is explained
by the picture of stuff ti\ai really goes through both slits. Whereas Schrodinger abandoned
his picture, when faced with ordinary quantum theory's implication that microscopic
objects could be spread out over space, he might not have done so had he known of CSL
theory, where the stuff oi a micro-object collapses to a small region when its position is
measured by a macro-object whose stuff is (almost) always (mostly) localized.
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Notes

1. One of us (P. P.) would like to acknowledge the hospitality of Prof. Abdus Salam, the
International Atomic Energy Agency and UNESCO, as well as financial support from
Hamilton College, the Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare, and the Consorzio per
l'lncremento degli Studi e delle Richerche in Fisica dell'Universita di Trieste.

2. Although w(t), which causes the amplitudes to fluctuate, has nonzero drift so that it is
not a Martingale, its effect can be expressed in terms of white noise W(j(t) which is a
Martingale, and which makes the ratio r(t) a Martingale.

3. This, and the rest of the stochastic differential equations in this paper are Stratonovich
equations, which simply means for us that we may perform calculus manipulations as if
B(t) were an ordin;iry function.
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